Run Number 2246 : Shower Cap Run – 4th March 2013
Hares: Pussy Galore and Best & Less
Venue : Vespa Pizza, Merthyr Road, New Farm

As the pack gathered outside Vespa Pizza it was good to see Mu back in town for a guest
appearance. Spermwhale was making rumblings about the need for 3 trails on a Monday night – 1
for the runners, 1 for the walkers and 1 for those such as himself who just want to go to the nearest
pub.
The trail headed South with FRBs JC and Tinkerbell leading the pack. A loop through the New Farm
shopping centre took the pack into New Farm Park and a regroup at the Powerhouse just in time for
the walkers to intersect the trail. At a second regroup the runners and walkers were rewarded with
free slices of pizza courtesy of the hares.
Along the run the master of bush runs, Pushup tried to offer a lame excuse for not turning up at the
previous week’s Ironman run as Waste of Time did not want to drive through heavy traffic in the
rain and is too tight to pay the Airport Link tolls which would have avoided the traffic.
This was a good run with well marked trail and good use of 360° checks to keep the pack together.
In the circle we were introduced to the three Nash Hash reps Hardcock, Louis the Fly and Sheath
who were promoting the event which takes place over the first weekend in May.
Beachball was immediately ordered to sit on the ice for making remarks about drinking Snake’s beer
each Monday now that Snake has paid his fees but only comes to the occasional run. The vote for
SOTW was overwhelmingly awarded to Beachball.
Food was good value with fixed price $15 pizzas which were excellent plus beers on tap – score 9/10.
A rousing rendition of the Hash anthem led by Spermwhale entertained the other diners and staff
inside the restaurant.
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